PATTERNS

NEW SUNBRELLA®

VITRIC showcases an asymmetrical
plaid that weaves itself into a
translucent abstract pattern
reminiscent of glass.

CONTRACT FABRIC

Designed to surpass traditional boundaries of the design industry, the new
Sunbrella® Contract Transcend Collection expands access to exceptionally
crafted fabrics for hospitality environments.

A graffiti-inspired pattern,
OVERDRAW scribbles in bright
hues on top of a wool-like ground
with a heathered effect.

PRISMATIC is a clean, multicolored

saturated patterns and textures.

stripe reflecting a prism of bright
colors. This bold stripe works well
as a coordinate or as the main
attraction in a room.

Constructed from 100 percent Sunbrella solution-dyed fibers, the fabrics are

ACHIEVER is a top-stitched

Transcend is a contemporary collection featuring 62 styles in a range of color

engineered to remain vibrant in any application, year after year. The
collection showcases eight patterns and each option complements any space
with unparalleled performance.

effect of bright colors woven into
a heathered ground creating an
accent stripe or allover pattern.
A plain weave using a heathered
yarn on bright acrylic warp,
TRIUMPH achieves a heathered
color saturation that coordinates
back to the bright highlights of
the collection.

PLATFORM is a plush chenille

Bleach
Cleanable

UV and Fade
Resistant

Mold and Mildew
Resistant

Featuring exceptional mold and mildew resistance, each style is easy to clean
with bleach, though most stains can be removed with simple soap and water.
The collection meets the ACT Voluntary Abrasion Guideline for use in high
traffic public spaces and carries a minimum 65,000 double rub Wyzenbeek
abrasion rating with more than half of the patterns obtaining 100,000. Like
all Sunbrella fabrics, Transcend fabrics are engineered to hold their vibrant
color no matter the source of exposure.

featuring a gorgeous texture that
mimics velvet. This pattern softens
and brightens a space with a
comforting tactile experience.

PASHMINA, a beautifully-textured
plain, is woven to evoke the look of
wool yet features an incredibly soft
hand.
Finally, a textural, basket-weave
woven, RALLY is intended as a
base for the bright colors and
sophisticated neutrals in the
collection.
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